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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Description of the Nucleus 
A nucleus may be partially described in terms of the number of protons, 
number of neutrons, the ordering of permitted energy levels, and the 
angular momentum and parity of the levels, A nucleus that has been ex­
cited to an energy level above that of the lowest or ground state will 
decay, after a certain mean life, by radiating the excess energy in discrete 
amounts or by fission. The latter method is not discussed in this paper. 
By observation of the emitted radiation, one may, by using coincidence 
methods and taking energy measurments, make experimental assignments of 
the energy levels. 
Determinations of the angular momenta carried away by the radiations 
may be made by directional correlation measurements between successively 
emitted radiations, a study of the energy distributions of beta radiations, 
use of internal conversion coefficients, and a comparison of the relative 
Intensities of gamma rays. 
The last three of the above mentioned means may be useful in finding 
if parity was carried away by the radiations. A study of the polarization 
of emitted gamma radiation can also be used in parity investigations, 
however, this method was not used in the present work. 
B. Nuclear Models 
One of the objectives of the study of nuclear physics is to construct 
models of the nucleus w^ich enable one to predict the behavior of the 
nucleus under various degrees of excitation. Many nuclear models have 
2 
been constructed v«A>lch have more or less satisfactorily explained certain 
aspects of nuclear behavior. Three models are of current interest. These 
are the "liquid drop" (1), "independent particle or shell ntodel" (2), and 
the "unified nodel" (3). Each of these has been successful in making 
certain predictions concerning the description of the nucleus but none has 
been completely so* Measurements need be made which make possible the 
experimental assignments of energy levels with their accompanying spins 
and parities, thus testing existing models and making more facts available 
in order that Improv^saents can be made in one's concept of nuclear be­
havior. Of particular interest, at present, is information concerning 
82 
excited states of even-even nuclei, such as Kr . 
3 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A. 
82 One of the first Investigations of the decay of Br was by Roberts, 
Downing, and Deutsch (4-) who found one beta grov|> of end-point energy 
462 * 1 kev followed by three gairana rays in cascade. They ascertained 
that no higher energy beta group existed. 
In 1949, Siegbahn, Hedgran, and Deutsch ($), using a magnetic 
spectrometer with one percent resolution, reported a complex beta spectrum 
and found not three but seven gama rays. Gamma-ray energies obtained 
from both the internal conversion spectrum and from the photoelectric 
spectrum, as well as the relative intensities of the conversion lines, were 
reported. It was specifically pointed out that all of the conversion lines 
were from the K-electron shell. 
Meyers and Wattenberg (6), using the photo-disintegration threshold of 
9 
Be , found evidence of weak 1.7 - 2.0 Mev gamma radiation. 
Hubert and Laberrique-Frolow (7), examined the photoelectric spectrum, 
using a magnetic spectrometer of three percent resolution, and confirmed 
the existence of the seven gamma rays reported by Siegbahn et al.and dis­
covered an eighth of higher energy. By half-life measurements it was 
82 found to be a radiation from Br . As considerable overlapping occurred 
between K and L lines, no attempt was made to determine the relative in­
tensities of the six low-energy gaimna rays. 
However, Dzhelepov and Stlant'ev (8), did report the relative 
intensities of five of the more intense gamma radiations as obtained from 
the photospectrum. 
4 
Lu, Kelly, and Wledenbeck (9), using a scintillation spectrometer vdth 
a sui»ing crystal, made coincidence measurements, w^ich along with the 
published work described above, permitted the presentation of an energy-
level decay scheme. 
B. Rb®^ 
Huddleston and Mitchell (10), investigated both the photospectrum and 
82 the beta spectrw of Rb , «^ich decays by K capture and positron emission 
82 to Kr * All of the gamma rays reported by Hubert and Labezrique-Frolow 
were found and, in addition, several lower in energy than any reported from 
82 
the decay of Br were discovered, fhe log ft values of the two positron 
gro^ps they fotmd indicated that both were allowed transitions. The in­
tensity of the reported 766-kev radiation was the greatest of those observed. 
Mitchell stated that in private correspondence with Siegbahn he had been in-
fo»ed that tvi© additional weak beta groups of lower energy than the one 
82 previously reported had been observed in the decay of Ir . A decay scheme, 
82 82 82 
which included the radiations from Br , Kr , and Rb , was presented. 
82 
The decay of Rb was studied by Easterday (11), using a magnetic 
spectrometer. Essentially the same gamma radiations were found but four 
positron groups instead of tvw were reported. "Bie internal conversion co­
efficient of the lowest-energy (188 kev) ganuia ray indicated that it was an 
electric quadru^ole radiation* The 780-kev gamma ray again was found to be 
most intense. The 558-kev gamma ray was reported to apparently have a 
longer half life than the other radiations, however, this was not observed 
in any of the other studies. A proposed partial decay scheme for the dis-
82 integration of Rb was presented. 
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III. ANGULAR CORRELATION THEORY 
A. Free Nucleus 
The angular correlation that exists between successively emitted 
radiations is a function of the natmre of the nucleus itself and the inter­
action that can exist between the nucleus and its environment. The effect 
of this interaction becomes increasingly small as the mean life tj^ of the 
intermediate state of l^e nucleus decreases. For very short-lived states 
% t 
{t|j<^ id" sec), the interaction is negligible and a free nucleus can be 
assumed. This situation will be assu&ed in the following presentation. 
The original work on the theory of directional angular correlation 
was performed by Hamilton (12), in 19^. The first experimental verification 
of the theory was by Brady and Deutsch (13), in 1%7» Geiger coimters 
were used by them. Due to the large dead time of the counters, this was an 
extremely slow process, but the introduction of scintillation detectors by 
Brady and Deutsch (14), in 19^, speeded up the process of accumulation of 
data. Since that time, progress in the field has been extremely rapid, with 
over 250 papers being published on angular correlation theory and experiment. 
Frauenfelder (15), in his review article, gives a bibliography of some 200 
references viAiich is essentially complete up through 1954. 
A nucleus successively enits two radiations and Ra. Ra is into the 
solid angle d^at an angle 9 relative to R^. One is interested in the 
relative probability W(©)dXLthat this occur. Since the detectors actually 
subtend finite solid angles, the observed distribution function C(e) is the 
average of the true function W(©) aroimd ©. One must properly correct the 
observed function for this effect. The term angular correlation includest 
6 
(1) directional correlation, in wSiich only the relative direction it 
observed and (2) polarization correlation, w^ere, in addition, the 
polarization of the observed radiation is measured. 
At the present time, the theory of angular correlation is well developed 
and includes correlations between a, p, y> and e" radiations. The 
general development, employing the use of group theory, Racah algebra, and 
densitynnatrix formulation, is beyond the scope of this presentation. It is 
possible, however, to achieve an insight into the basic reasons for the ex­
istence of angular correlations by considering the special case of the 
gamma*gamma directional correlation. Ihe experimental work described in 
this report is of this type. Ihe development presented in the remainder of 
this section rather closely follows that of Frauenfelder (15). 
Consider first a single gamma ray of angular momentum between energy 
levels B and C, which are characterized by spins and In order to con­
serve angular momentum it is necessary for ® i Let be the com­
ponent of || along a quantization axis (z axis). Xt follows that the 
radiation can be described by its multipolarity L and magnetic quantum 
number M, virile i and C can be described by Ij^, and 1^, m^ respectively. 
Of course, ai|^ » M. 
Ihe total radiation line between B and C is -t^us composed of separate 
cone^onents, each component being the radiation between states »]^ m^. In 
atomic spectroscopy, in the presence of a magnetic field, enough splitting 
occurs energy-wise between the ra levels to permit observation of the 
radiation coiiq^onents separately (Zeeman effect). In ^ e nuclear case, this 
difference is so slight that one observes the total line. A calculation of 
the energy flow using the Poynting vector between specific states 
7 
u. . 
brings out that a characteristic directional distribution function Fj^ (©) 
exists. A sii]^)le example is the case of dipole radiation for which one 
obtains 
F,®(©) « 3 Sin* 9 = 2 - 2 Pa (cos ©) 
F,- ^ (©) se |(1 + cos* ©) « 2 • Pa (cos ®), 
wdiere Pa a Legendre polynomial. 
As one can not separate out components of the lines, one observes the 
total distribution ?£(©)• In order to calculate tills distribution one 
II 
needs in addition to F^ (©)| the relative populations of each magnetic 
sublevel P(mjj^), and the relative transition probability G(mjjj«g) for each 
component} then 
Fl(©) T.H%) Qi%\) (1) 
"'b c 
Consider the relative transition probability G(m|^m^}. For the 
special case of dipole radiation from an electric dipole lying along the 
z-axis, the matrix el«aient is given by 
^cb" f • W 
But 2 * r cos © ® wft^ere Y^Q (S»j^) is a spherical harmonic. 
"O^e wave functions V can be represented in a form R(r)Yjj^(©,^), w^ere one 
must know the radial nature of the function to evaluate R, but w^ere 
Yj^(e,jz() is a strictly geometrical function, (toe notes that the Y's are all 
eigenfmctions of the operators i* and and that Ij, ® In this 
case L s 1. Uix)n inserting the f *s and z into Eq. (2) and factoring out 
s 
the r«depend^t part, the geometric remainder can be further examined. It 
is desirable to expand the product Yj ^  Y.Q in terms of Yj, » This can 
6 c b b 
be done by using the properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients given 
below* 
Let u(Ij^, 1^) be one of an orthonormal set s^') of eigenfmictions 
of the operators and let v(Ig, m^) and v(|L, M) be similar eigen-
functions for the vectors and |, and further let J^j ® It ®b ® "c * 
Ihe Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are defined by 
«(Ib» %) « 2^ vdgf v(i, M) (3) 
m M 
c 
m^e Cleb8eh-<3ordan coefficients are the elements of a unitary matrix. The 
phases of the eig«nfunctimis are so chosen that the Clebsch<-Gordan co­
efficients are real nunbers and hence the matrix is orthogonal. The in­
version of Iq. (3) thus yields 
*(!,. »c' *) ° He'-c" I h'%'^ "(V' S"'- <*> 
^b ®b 
The expansion of the product f* _ Y.^ in terms of Y- , , can be 
6 c b ^  
perfomed by using Eq. (4); and as the spherical harmonics are orthogonal | 
all integrals vanish except for that with and m^^' « m^^. Hence 
*cb proportional to the coefficient (I^lm^O ) and the relative 
transition probability G^mj^m^) is proportional to its square. 
I^is derivation of the relative transition probability was based ^f>on 
pure dipole radiation and single particle wave functions, however, it is 
possible to generalize the above result by miploylng grot^ theoretical 
9 
methods. It has been shown (15) that, in general, 
G(Vc> =  ( I  'bt'"-
The relative populations P(ffljj) depend on the energies of the different 
iBj^-states and "toe way In which "Ute level was formed. If the states are 
randomly populated, I.e. no axis of quantization established, the radiations 
are isotropic. 
For the case of a cascade we assume that state A is randomly 
populated and let Ihe direction of mission of be along the axis of 
quantization, and Rj, have multipolarities and Lg* The distribution 
function W(d) is exactly fj^(O) of R^* calculated by using Eq.(l) 
and Iq. (5) If is determined. Letting M, s it follows that 
G(mg « J,) \ (0 = 0). (6) 
% 
Electromagnetic radiation is of a transverse nature and M s 0 would 
correspond to a longitudinal conqf}onent which cannot exist (16), hence 
M « + 1. It follows that only F.^^(O) and F. "^(0) appear in Eq. (6), 
Setting Ma ® % "* "g using Eq. (1), (5) and (6), one obtains 
%w 
In the derivation of Eq. 7 It was asswed that the various ways of 
®a*~^®V^'®c' by wAvlch the nucleus can decay, are independent. This is 
true as our choice of direction of the z-axls limits to + 1 as shown 
previously. As each of ^ese values represents one mode of circular 
10 
polarization, and as in principle, circular polarization can be measured 
giving a sharp value to M,, no interference can exist between the modes. 
It is possible to evaluate Eq. (7) directly using the tabulated values 
of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (18), however, it has been shown (15, 
19) that W(0) can be expressed in a much more usable form* 
For the case of unpolarized pure gamma radiation, the directional 
correlation can be given in the form 
W(®) = Z AP(cosO), (8) 
V 
vihexo 
% « F^(L,j,j) F^(L,iaj) , (9) 
and V must be even integers. Here j, and are the spins of the 
initial, intemediate, and final states respectively. One notes that the 
coefficients Ay separable into two components, each of which is a 
function of variables associated with only one of the radiations, i.e., 
F{U,J) « (-)^i"^'^(2jH)^/^(2LH)C(lXv|l-l)xW(jjLLivj,), (10) 
w^ere in this notation C(LLvjl-l) are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and 
W(jjLL|vj|^) are Racah coefficients (20,21). Ihe summation in Eq. (8) is 
limited to a unique maximum value by the triangulation conditions of the 
Racah coefficients. This is given by 
\ax ' (2j,2L,,2La). (11) 
The experimental problem is that of determining the coefficients 
11 
by least squares fitting a function of the form of Eq. (8) to the experimental 
data (22)• 
It is convenient to define tt»e anisotropy A by 
As experimentally one determines the coefficients Aj and A^ (at the 
present, higher terms have not been observed), w^iich are functions of five 
parameters, one cannot determine all five of these on the basis of directional 
correlation work alone. Additional information must be available from other 
sources. 
Gamma-ganma directional correlation distribution functions are inde­
pendent of all parity considerations. This may be understood by recalling 
that electric and magnetic radiations of the same multipole order are re­
lated by the transformation vrfvich leaves the Poynting vector, 
^ « Pfi, wichanged. 
Hie restriction on Eq. (3) of pure radiation can be relaxed to include 
mixed-mixed gamma radiation (24). However, for the case of pure-mixed 
gamma radiations, where the mixture is of 2^ and 2^ * ^  pole radiations, 
the directional distribution becomes 
w 
w(90®) (12) 
W s! w_ + + 26w__, • 
I II III* (13) 
wrtiiere b is related to the ratio of the reduced matrix elements by 
5 as |1 ^ ^  II 
a, II t-, II i) 
(u) 
12 
^ A^(L,L8)P^(cos 0), (15) 
V 
XA^{I.,'L»)P^(cos 6), (16) 
V 
»4iere i,* * L, + 1, and 
cos 0). 
(17) 
Also 
G^(L,L,'J,j) « C(L,i,»vjl-l) W(jjL,L,|vJ,). (18) 
The function G is talHilated (19)* Lloyd (25) showed t^at the nuclear phase 
b must be real, but it can be either positive or negative* 
The case of a triple correlation between levels A-)B-»C-#'D with spins 
io» ia* H respectively, has be«n calculated for gamma radiations 
(19), however, the resulting expressions for the triple correlation are ex­
ceedingly cumbersome and will not be quoted here. For the special case of 
and % observed and pure radiations, and the intermediate radiation Rj, 
unobserved but mixed with an int^sity ratio &*, the results can be given 
(26, 27). For 6^ « 0 
W(©) « N ^ F«(y^j,)F^(L2j3Ja) x W(J,j,j,ja|vL,)P^(cos 9),(19) 
vd^ere 
fj s (-)^i-^i-^a Zr2j,+l)(2ja+lj7^/^« (20) 
If / 0, one simply replaces W In Eq. (19) by 
W-*W(j,j,JajaivL,) • &*«( ) (21) 
13 
and renormalises. In this situation, one notes, that as the intermediate 
radiation is unobserved, no mixing occurs. If, in addition, either of the 
observed radiations of the triple cascade is mixed, cross texms do occur in 
the resulting expression, which is given by Rose (26). 
B. Effect of Extranuclear Fields 
The preceding section assumed that no perturbing influences acted on 
the nucleus to change the correlation. In fact, this is not necessarily so. 
In general, external fields will tend to reduce the observed correlation 
from that predicted in section A. Perturbing torques on the nucleus are 
the result of magnetic fields g acting on the magnetic dipole moment or 
electric field gradients acting on the electric quadrupole moment Q. 
In the classical sense, eitiier of these interactions will tend to cause a 
precession of the nucleus around the axis of symmetry, or quantum 
mechanically, cause transitions in the m^^ states. 
Two classes of fields exists (1) time dependent, such as in certain 
viscous liquids and (2) static. It is possible for time dependent fields 
to cofl^pletely destroy a correlation, «^ile static fields cannot reduce the 
correlation below that of a certain nhard^-core" value (28). In either case 
the effect can only reduce the time-integrated correlation but not change 
the sign of the coefficients. 
Ihe Influence of an extranuclear field depends mainly on the magnitude 
of the interaction and the lengtii of the interaction time, vhlch is the 
mean life of level B. 
For static fields, the magnitude can be described by a precession 
frequency w. In the magnetic case, w is equal to the Larmor frequency w^, 
H 
i.e. proportional to and g. For electric interactions, w is proportional 
to and Q. Time-dependent perturbations are described by a relaxation 
constant X (29). 
Xt has been shown (15), that perturbing influences can alter the 
correlation if either wtj^^ 0.1 or K Values of w as large as 
9 6iixl0 cps hive been found for the quadrupole\interaction, which means that 
>-11 10 see may reduce the correlation. In solids, the magnetic 
interaction can usually be neglected in comparison with the electric inter­
action (30). 
15 
IV. APPARATUS AND MATERIALS 
A* Intemediate*Image Spectrometer 
An intexmediate~image spectrometer (31) was used to obtain the end-
point energy of the beta groU|}| to determine the energies and intensities 
of the conversion electron lines, and to study the coincid^ces between 
particular gama rays and conversion electrons. A brief description of 
the instrment follows. 
Essentially} the magnetic spectrometer is a modified Siegbahn type (32), 
w^ich utilizes the focusing properties of a U-shaped magnetic field. A 
transmission of ten percent with a resolution of about six percent can be 
attained, while it is possible to improve the resolution to less than three 
percent at a sacrifice in transmission. An anthracene crystal, light pipe, 
and a type 6292 phototube are used in the beta detecting system. 
A scintillation spectrometer for the study of gamma radiation is 
couqpled to the magnetic spectrcMieter. It consists of a one-inch thick by 
1 l/S-inch diameter sodlm iodide crystal mounted behind the source, (m^ich 
is coBffaon to both instrummts), a light pipe to allow a type 6292 tube to 
be mounted outside of the field of the magnetic spectrometer, a wide band 
linear asqjlifierf and a pulse height analyzer of the type developed by 
Francis, Bell and Gtandlach (33). 
Coincidence measurements may be made between electrons nAiose energy is 
selected magnetically and gamma radiation of energies separated by pulse 
height analysis. In using the scintillation spectrometer, one must keep in 
mind that Compton-scattered radiation from higher-energy rays will also be 
observed along with the desired lower-energy rays. 
16 
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the electronic components of the system. 
B. Scintillation Spectrometer 
A coincidence scintillation spectrometer was used in the study of the 
gama-»ray spectrua and in conjunction with the directional-correlation 
measurements, the device consists of two identical scintillation spectrom­
eters with a coincidence circuit connected between their respective outputs. 
For the detection of gaaraa rays, a sodium iodide crystal 1 l/2 inches 
in diameter and 1 1/2 inches long was inserted into a Lucite cylinder wAiich 
was closed at one end, then surrounded by a mixture of Mg(C104)2 and MgO to 
serve as drying agent and reflector respectively, and finally Joined to the 
surface of a type 6292 photoraultiplier. Silicone oil was used as the 
optical seal. A voltage of about 1(X}0 volts, supplied from a regulated 
voltage st^jply, was maintained on the phototubes. Pulses whose magnitude 
"5 
ranged to about one volt and of approximately 10 sec in duration were 
fed to a pulse-shaping circuit through a cathode follower mounted directly 
behind the {i^ototube. In the shaping circuit, M^ich uses a shorted delay-
line differontiator, the pulses were cut off so as to be^io"^ sec in 
duration and were then amplified, by a linear amplifier with a rise time 
-8 
of 5x10 sec, to a maximum of approximately B5 volts. The aiqplified pulses 
could be displayed on an oscillograph or analyzed by a pulse-height analyzer 
of a design slightly modified from that of Francis, Bell and Gundlach (33). 
Ihe pulses from the analyzer were shaped by a combination univibrator delay-
line differentiator to be of uniform height and duration and then applied 
to a colncid«rtee circuit M^ploying a type 6AS6 tube and simultaneously 
-7 
counted by a fast binary sealer v«^ose resolving time is 3x10 sec (34). 
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Figure 1. Electronic components of the intermediate-image spectrometer. 
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Figure 2. Electronic components of the scintillation coincidence spectrometer. 
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As a slight romding of the leading edge of the pulse occurred in the analyzer^ 
the resolving time of the coincidence circuit was limited to a ninimua of 
-7 
about 3x10 see* The nuaAier of accidental coincidences can be corrected for 
directly by use of a delay line introduced in one channel or confuted by the 
separate source method (35). 
For photographic purposes, the amplified pulses could be slightly dc<» 
layed and then applied to tiie Y-axis of an oscillograph, virile pulses 
selected from its own channel or from either the output of the analyzer of 
the other channel or the output of the coincidence circuit could be used to 
trigger the X-axis sweep. Photographs of the scope face taken with a still 
camera, after being analyzed by a microdensitometer connected to a Brovm 
recorder, are useful in constructing nuclear decay schemes. 
C. Directional-Correlation Equipment 
An automatic current control and read-out device has recently been 
constructed for use with the intermediate-image spectrometer, provision 
exists for operation for a preset number of counts or a preset time interval, 
the advancement of the spectrometer current, and the print out of four 
scalers and other information. To utilize this equipment in conjunction 
with the directional-correlation setuqp, it was decided to construct a 
motor-driven detector positioning arm that could be controlled in the 
future by -tiie spectrometer read-out device. 
In order for the equipment to be as flexible as possible, i.e. to be 
used for p - y and e~ - y measurements as well as for y ~ Y ^wrk, a small 
vacuum syetmf whose purpose was to reduce air scattering of electrons be­
tween the source and detector, was constructed. 
20 
Figure 4 is a photograph of the mechanical arrangement with the vacuua 
chamber r^oved for y - y correlation aeasureraents, while figure 5 shows 
the vacuw chamber in position. Aluminum, with its low Z to minimize 
scattering of radiation, was extensively used in the construction. Also to 
reduce scattering effects, the source end detectors were mounted about 12 
inches above the base plate. The distances between the detectors and the 
source are adjustable from approximately two to five inches. In order to 
accurately position the moveable detector, tapered holes were drilled in 
the base plate at 15® intervals from 90° through 27® relative to the fixed 
detector* A solenoid activated plug slides on the base plate between holes, 
falls into the first hole open to it, opens a switch thus removing ex­
citation to the driving motor, and locates the detector arm. Ihe holes 
may be plugged to increase the angle between readings. Ihe shock of 
suddenly stopping the moveable ana is absorbed in the V-belt motor drive. 
Switches are located at 75® and 285® to reverse the direction of rotation. 
To accurately position the source in the horizontal plane, a centering de* 
vice, using mutually perpendicular micrometer screw adjustments, is used. 
For measurements with electrons, a vacuum chamber, consisting of a 
four-inch diameter alusainum cylinder with a l/l6-inch wall, was constructed. 
A type 6292 phototube is optically coupled to a one-inch long Lucite light 
pipe w^lch goes into the vacuum chamber through an 0-ring seal. A thin 
anthracene crystal approximately 1 X/U Inches in diameter is mounted on 
the end of the light pipe to sexve as an electron detector. This channel 
operates as a scintillation beta spectrometer. A mechanical pump maintains 
pressures of less than 100 microns as read on a thermocouple gauge. The 
source is positioned from outside the chamber by a syst«a of screw controlled 
Figure 3. Photograph of the electronic equipment of the scintillation 
coincidence spectrometer. 
Figure 4, Photograph of the angular 
measurements. 
correlation equipment set for y-y 
correlation e,uip„e„t with the vacuum 
24 
adjustments uliich operate through 0-ring seals. A shield can be lowered 
into a position between the source and detector to cut out the beta 
radiation allowing one to obtain the gamma backgrotmd in the beta channel. 
No lead shielding is used, as complete reliance is placed upon pulse 
height energy analysis to eliminate scattered radiation. 
D* Geometrical Corrections 
As was indicated in III, the general theory of angular correlation 
was developed assuning infinitesimal detectors and point sources. In 
actual experimental work with garana radiation, it is possible to closely 
approximate the point source condition, but to achieve a reasonable coin­
cidence coimting rate, moderate solid angles imist be subtended. The 
number of coincidences is givim by 
N^(©) «Ne,eaW,WaC(0), (22) 
wAiere H is the true coincidence counting rate, N is the transition rate, 
and e^^ and the efficiency and solid angle subtended by the i*th detector 
respectively. 
Ihe experim«ntally determined directional distribution function C(9) 
must be corrected for the finite solid angle subtended by the detectors. 
Several papers (36,37t3S), have called attention to the fact that the 
efficiency of the crystal, for radiation striking the detector at an angle 
a with respect to the detector axis, is a ftmctlon of both a and the energy 
of the Incident radiation. Ihis follows from the fact that higher-energy 
radiation cuts off more of the corner of the crystal than that of lower 
energy. Several different approaches have been made to the problem of cor­
25 
recting for the finlt« solid angle subtended by Hie crystal. 
Rose (37)} using the absoiption coefficients for sodium iodide, 
theoretically eonputes the necessary corrections for the case of a right 
circular cylinder. Correction factors are tabulated for two different 
geometries over a wide energy range. 
Chruch and Kraushaar {%) describe an experimental method of obtaining 
the necessary correction factors by using annihilation radiation. This pro­
cedure is of course valid only for correlation nteasurements with gamma 
energies near 0*51 Mev. 
iawson and Frauenfelder (38) employ an experimental method of obtaining 
the geometrical correcticm for the finite solid angle subtended by the de­
tectors. As tills method was used for correcting our measurementsi It will 
be described in more detail. Frankel (39) showed that the effect of using 
finite axially-centered circular detectors could be described by a fimction 
slightly Mdified from Eq. (S), that is 
Bie coefficients are tiie same as tiiose computed for an infinitesimal 
detectori t^ile coefficients that describe the way in w^ich the dis­
tribution was smeared out by the finite detector. is the special case 
of for k being zero. Note that no mixing occurs between terms. The 
^2k are given by 
, . • * . (23) 
* b^f l/2(Jp|^ (YI(Y*) * ^2k (24) 
wfcere 
{sin a I da. (25) 
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1 II 
Ihe integrals and J2k countsrs I and II 
respectively. The angles © and a are sho»m in the experlaental arrange­
ment of figycre 6, 
the functions e(a) are determined experimentally by rotating the de­
tector through an arc of approximately 60<*, using the sane radius as was 
used during the directional-correlation experiment. A narrow bean of 
radiation, of about the same energy as was detected by the particular 
crystal during the correlation experiment, is directed radially from the 
center of iAte apparatus. After subtracting the background, a plot of 
n(a) vs. a can be used in the niraerical integration necessary for obtaining 
Of course n(a) is the corrected coimting rate at angle a. 
The coefficients can be obtained by fitting a least squares line 
of the form of Eq, (8) through the experimentally obtained points, then 
multiplying the least squares coefficients by the proper 
Xf it Is essential to cosrrect for the source dimensions being finite, 
(this was not necessary for the experiment described herein) Lawson and 
Frauenfelder have described the necessary modifications to a procedure de­
veloped by Walter (40) to take Into account the variable nature of e(a). 
However, this correction has only been applied to the case of a centered 
linear source. 
A gama "cannon" was constructed for the purpose of obtaining a narrow 
pencil of gamma rays. The "cannon" was constructed of three lead bricks as 
shovm In figure 7. To measure the effective bem width fzt>m the "cannon", 
a sodium iodide chip about two mm In diameter was optically sealed to a type 
6292 phototube and moved across the beam of Co^ gamma rays. Flgtire 7 also 
shows the results of this measurement. As the beam width was only about one 
Figure 6. Schematic representation of directional correlation detectors. 
H O 
> I 
2 ro 
ro 
30. 5 cm 
Figure 7. 'to determine £(a) of the detector crystals. Beam width of Y-P^f^cil as 
obtained by using a small chip of Nal. 
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degree, no correction was made for its width. 
i. Source Preparation 
Sources for use in the intermediate-image spectrometer were deposited 
on collodion films ttdiiich had previously been made electrically conducting 
by vacuum-evaporating thin coatings of altJrainuui on to them. Ordinarily, for 
study of the low-energy region of a beta spectrum, great care need be taken 
to have the backing and source material as thin and uniform as possible, 
however, the purpose of this investigation was to study the conversion 
82 
spectra of Br . the lowest-energy line of interest being at about 5S0 kev 
.3 
and having an inteamal conversion coefficient O'^IO , and the highest 
being about 1*4? Mev, infers that a high activity was necessary and that 
source thickness effects should be negligible. Hence the water was 
evaporated from drops of a magnesiw bromide solution placed on a backing 
of approximately 100-|ig/cm' density. "O^e average source density was less 
than 1CX)0 |ig/a®®. 
Hamilton and Gross (41) give the following «se|>irical foxnula for the 
energy at w^ieh source and backing density cause deviations from a Kurie 
plot, i.e. electron scattering in Ihe source and backing become significant. 
Vjj « ITOOUzVAH)^''^, (26) 
wdiere 
is the msxirauiB energy in kev at w^ioh scattering causes deviations, 
Z is the weighted average of the ZU of the source and backing, 
A is the weighted average of the A's of the source and backing, and 
t is the combined density of the source and backing expressed in g/m*. 
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this energy is approxiaately kev for the conditions under which the con­
version spectra were obtained. 
Sources used in the direetional<-correlation work were pr^ared by 
placing a solution of the active saaterial in a iucite tube l/8 inch in 
diameter, 1/4 inch in length and having a wall thickness of about l/32 inch. 
The Co used in testing the equipment was in the forn of a water solution 
of cobalt chloride, wAiile a water solution of sodiun bromide was used in 
82 
most of the Br work. 
79 Natural bromine, consisting of approximately equal parts of Br and 
81 
Er in the form of magnesium bromide, was irradiated for a period of 43 
hours in the thermal neutron flux of density 10 neutron8/cmV»«c of the 
Argonne pile. A chemical separation, consisting of the addition of con­
centrated H2SO4 to the dry MgBr^ while it was sealed under vacuum thus 
foming HBr gas which in turn reacted with HaOH to give NaBr, was performed. 
Any metallic contamination would ronain in the acid. As the cross sections 
79 81 for thermal neutrons of Br and Br are about equal and as the half life 
of Br^® is 4.58 hours virile that of Br®^ is about 35.8 hours (42), about 
equal parts of the two unstable isotopes were formed. 
80 
The admixture of the Br isotope is of no consequence as far as coin­
cidence measixrements are concerned as no two gamma rays of energy above 500 
kev are in coincidence (4-3). Measurements of the conversion spectra were 
delayed about 100 hours from the time of removing the source from the pile. 
80 
The Br component was thus eliminated. 
31 
F. Tests of the Directional Correlation Equipment 
As a preliminary check on the behavior of the angular correlation 
equipment, a measurement of the correlation between the two high-energy 
59 garaiaa rays of Fe was made. These are known not to be in coincidence (43) • 
As expected, the distribution was found to be isotropic. 
60 
The main features of the decay of Co are well known. The 
theoretical value of the anisotropy for the 4.(Q)2(Q)0 cascade of Co^ is 
0.1667. Lawson and Frauenfelder (38), using the experimental method of 
correcting for the finite solid angles subtended by iJie detectors, found 
for a point metallic source that A « 0.167 • .001. Klema and McGowan (-44^), 
correcting for detector size using the method of Rose (22), found 
essentially the same value of A. This indicates that both methods of 
correcting for the solid angle subtended by the detector, if properly 
applied, will give correct results. Klema and McGowan found a slight de~ 
pendence of the correlation on the physical state of the cobalt. However, 
Le^er and C^ace (4-5), measured the anisotropy under extremely varied 
source conditions and fovsnd no variation from the value of A *= 0.167 + .002. 
Zn order to test the operation of the instrwaent, a measurement of 
60 
the directional distribution function of Co was made. The source of 
cobalt chloride was placed approximately two inches from the detectors 
and in the horizcmtal plane containing the detectors. The source was 
centered until the counting rates at three angles differed by less than 
one percent. In order to reduce errors introduced by improper centering (46) 
T 
and by changes in detector efficiencies, the true coincidence rate N , as 
determined at each angle, was divided by the product of the single channel 
rates The accidental coincidence rate was obtained by calculation 
32 
using 
s 2TH,N,, (27) 
where X" Is the coincidence resolving time (35). the factor XT was de-
teriained by using the separated source method and found to be approxi-
-7 
mately 3x10 sec| no significant variation from this value was observed 
60 
over long time intervals. Figtire S is the gama spectrum of Co obtained 
by using channel 1 of tite scintillation spectrometer. The directional 
correlation data were obtained with both channels set to receive all gamma 
radiation of energy greater than *^650 kev. Radiation scattered from 
one detector into the other could not be counted. A total of ""^^OfOOO 
coincidence coimts were taken, of vi^ich<-^5 percent were accidental* 
Ihe correction for the finite solid angle subtended by each detector 
was made following the method of Lawson and Frauenfelder described 
previously. Figures 9 and 10 show the variation In counting rates as 
channel 1 and 2 detectors respectively, are «^ved through the beam from 
the "cannon<*. Ihe analyzers were set for these measurements as they were 
during the actual correlation experiment. One notes that for each de­
tector the angle subtended at half-maximum height ls'^22®. Ihe cor­
rection factors obtained are 
f « 1.086 and f « 1.35. 
For a free nucleus, the theoretical value of the 4(Q)2(q)0 cascade 
of Co^ is W(©) « 1 + 0,1020Pa(co8 6) • 0,0091P^(cos 6), which, when 
modified for the finite geometry of the syst«m, can be expressed as 
N 
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Figure 8. Scintillation ^"Spectruin of Co 
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Figure 9. Relative efficiency of detector I as a function of a for Co 
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Figure 10. Relative efficiency of detector II as a function of a for Co radiation. 
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C(8) « 1 4 0.12X eo8*d * 0«030S cot^d, Ihe experimentally determined dis­
tribution function i$ C(©) » I + 0»112 e@s*0 • 0.0393 cos^. Figure 11 
displays the experimental points, with statistical probable errors indicated, 
the least squares line through these points, and the theoretical distribution 
v^ich has been modified for the detector geometry. 
the experimentally obtained value of A » 0*169 + *005 can be coa^ared 
with the theoretical value of 0.1667. 
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Figixre 11, Solid curve is least squares line though experimental points. Dashed curve 
represents theoretical distribution corrected for geometry. 
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Vt EXPERIMEMTAI. RESULTS 
A. Intermediate-Image Spectrometer 
82 the beta 8peetri«i of Br is shown in figure 12 and the scintillation 
gama spectrum in figure 13* One notes that the conversion lines are 
quite weak relative to the beta intensity, as is expected for rather high-
5 
energy gamma radiation* The maximum counting rate for the beta's was 10 
per minute, vd^ile at ^ e peak of the strongest conversion line the rate 
was about 2^00 per minute* For these measurements the spectrometer re­
solving baffle was set to give a resolution of about three percent. 
Figure 14 la the Kurie plot of the single beta group observed in this 
experiment* The deviation from linearity, due to scattering in the source, 
occurs at about ISO kev, wAiich is in agreement with a value obtained from 
the empirical formula of Hamilton and Gross (41). The end-point energy 
of the single beta group was fomd to be 444 * 1 kev, which is in agree­
ment with I3ie value of 447 kev of Slegbahn, gi 
Table 1 is a conq^ilation of the gamma rays and their energies found 
82 in this work along with those reported by others from the decay of Br 
and Rb^^, 
82 
Figure 15 is an H/I plot of the beta spectrum of Br obtained by 
using values taken from the Kurie plot which had been extrapolated back 
to zero energy. Correction was thus made for the fall off of detector 
efficiency at low energies. Figure 16 Is an n/I plot of the Internal 
conversion spectrm. Xf one assumes l^at source thickness effects are 
not significant in distorting the shape of the conversion lines, the 
area under ti:}e lines can be approximated by the area vmder symmetric tri-
22 82 
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Figure 12. Beta and internal conversion spectrum obtained with the intermediate-image 
spectrometer set for 3 percent resolution. 
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Figure 13. Br spectrim obtained with the scintillation 
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spectrometer of the intermediate-image spectrometer. Letters 
are described in text. 
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Figure 14-. Kurie plot of Br beta group. 
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Figure 15. N/I plot of beta spectrum corrected for decrease of detector efficiency at low 
energies. 
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Figure 16. N/I plot of internal conversion spectrum from wiiich the relative intensities were 
obtained. 
fable 1 
AO 
Transition werfles (Me*) of Kr 
Haddeli 
Int. Ck«iv. .545 .610 .6^ .%6 .817 1.029 1,305 IM 
Siegbshn, et al. 
Br Int. Conv. 
Mioto. 11. ,553 .612 .685 . 772 .326 1.045 U317 
,547 .608 .692 .766 .823 1.031 1.312 
H*A>ert, et aj,. 
Wioto. 11. .547 ^612 .682 .752 .822 l.OJ^ 1.306 1.453 
Mltchely et al. 
Int. Conv. .188 .248 .322 .390 .464 .558 1.018 1.314 1.464 
Mioto. El. .390 .423 .468 .550 .610 .690 .770 .818 1.020 I.464 
Eastefdaiy 
Int. Conv. .188 .268 ,m .390 .465 . 558 .623 .685 .780 .828 
Photo, 11. .187 ,m .325 .395 .458 . 563 .628 .695 .776 .833 1.020 1.315 1.460 
Pulse Height .195 .250 .315 .380 .475 .610 .685 .770 .835 1.030 1.305 1.440 
angXts* This approximation Is desirable as all lines are not con^letely 
resolved. 
Hie relative intensities of the lines are proportional to the relative 
areas under the internal conversion lines in an n/Z vs. I plot. The area 
under the 766-kev line is taken as wilty. Table 2 contains a con^ilation 
of the relative Intensities of the internal conversion lines. 
Coincidence data were taken on the intermediate-image spectrometer 
by setting the analyzer of the associated scintillation gaimaa spectrometer 
on the two highest energy radiations, the 1.47-Mev and 1,31-Mev gammas, 
as indicated by A of figure 13, and sweeping the magnetic spectrometer 
over the conversion line region. Figure 17 shows the internal conversion 
spectruBB of -Uiose radiations in coincidence with the high energy gammas. 
As the gama detector efficiency is very low for radiation in the l.S^ev 
energy range and as the internal conversion coefficients for gammas in 
-3 
the range from 0*5 to 1«0 Mev are also small, that is of the order of 10 , 
the coincidence rate, even with maximum spectrometer transmission and the 
peak of the conversion lines, was only^ 10 per minute. This measurement 
indicates that only the 0#55, O.fel and 0.77-Mev radiations are in coin­
cidence with the two hlgh-mergy radiations. 
The scintillation spectirometer was next set (B of figure 13) to 
window on the 1.03-Mev radiation and the process repeated. Figure 18 
shows the coincidence spectrum obtained. The above process was repeated 
with the scintillation spectrometer set to window on the 0,77-Mev gamma 
ray as shown by G of figure 13. Figure 19 shows that the 0.69-Mev con­
version electrons are in coincidence with the 0,77'4Sev gamma ray. 
Relative intensities 
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and eoRversion coefficients ©f Ir radiations 
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Figure 17. Solid curve represents conversion spectrum while dashed curve shows those in co­
incidence with the 1«3 and r.4.7-^ev gamma rays. 
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Figure 18. Solid curve represents conversion spectrum while dashed curve shows those in 
coincidence vd.th 1,03^ 1.3j and 1.4-7-Mev Y~r3ys. 
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Figxire 19. Solid curve represents the conversion spectrum vrfiile dashed curve shows those 
in coincidance with all gamma rays above 0,70 Mev. 
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B. Coincidence Scintillation Spectrometer 
82 
The single channel spectnsa of 1^ is ^otmn in figure 20. Figure 
21 shows the spectrum taken with the aaqjlifier gain increased allowing 
one to observe store detail in the low-energy region. 
Coincidence seasuriaMnts were made by first setting on the 1.47-Mev 
radiation with channel 2 and sweeping over the spectrin with channel 1* 
This was repeated with channel 2 set to window on the 1.3-4lev gamma. 
Figures 22 and 23 show the coincidence spectra for tiiese measurements. 
One concludes that the 0.55 and possibly the unresolved 0.6l~tfev radiation 
are in coincidence with l«47<-4lev radiation tuAiile the 0,77-4iev radiation is 
not in coincidence with the 1.47<-Mev ganma, but is in coincidence with 
the 1.3-Mev ray. TTie 0.55-Mev gamma can be in coincidence with the 
1.3-Mev radiation. Additional measuraaents were made, with the channel 2 
window set on the 1»0>-Mev gamma ray, which indicated that it is in coin-
cidimce with the 0.77-Mev radiation but it was not possible in any case 
to resolve the 0.82 from the 0,77-Mev gamma ray. 
The single-<hannel scintillation spectarum was used in order to ob­
tain the relative intensities of the gemma rays. In order to determine 
the aBK>unt of Compton-scattered radiation lying under the p^otopeaks of 
lower energy radiation, a procedure similar to that described by 
Mc@owan (4-7), was used* This consists of approximating the distribution 
of the actual radiation cos^nent by assuaing that its shape is similar 
to that of a single gamma radiation M^ose energy is about the same as 
that of the one under consideration. For this purpose the radiation from 
1 %'7 
Zr of 1.12 Mev and i^at from Cs of 0.66 Mev were used. Figure 24 is 
65 IVt 
the spectrw of 2n M^ile figure 25 shows the spectrum of Cs • These 
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Figure 20. Scintillation spectrum of Br . Lettered regions correspond to window settings 
described in text. 
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Figure 21. Expanded low energy region of the Br scintillation spectrum. The additional 
lines show the synthesized Compton distributions used in estimating relative intensities. 
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Figure 24. Scintillation Y-spectruin of Zn . 
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Figure 25. Scintillation •y-spectrum of Cs 
57 
ffleasureraents were taken under geonetrical conditions similar to those ex~ 
82 isting in the ir situation. In order to obtain the relative garama in­
tensities, the intensity and pulse height of the zinc line were scaled to 
that of the observed 1.47HMev brosftine line. Ihis distribution was then 
"peeled off froa under the remaining lower-energy peaks and the process 
repeated for the l*31-<Mev and then the 1.03-Mev gamaa rays. The same 
procedure was followed for the renaining radiation but the shape of the 
cesitm line was used. A check on the success of this operation is the 
agreement of the built distribution, at energies below that of the low­
est photopeak, with that of the actual measured distribution. Figure 21 
82 
shows the expanded low-energy region of Br gosima spectrum with the 
layered Cos^ton distributions and the triangles used to approximate the 
82 photopeaks, while figure 20 shows the &r spectrm with the as^lifier 
gain reduced to allow closer examination of -l^e high-energy region. One 
observes peaks corresponding to energies of approximately 1«8$ and 2.1-Mev 
that are possibly the high-energy radiations previously ri^orted (6, 9). 
?o determine the effect of summing on the observed high energy lines an 
intense source was placed about 15 feet from the detector and the high-
energy lines observed again. It was found that the lines essentially dis­
appeared, indicating that -^e observed peaks were almost totally sum lines. 
It is possible that high-energy radiations exist but they must be very 
weak. 
In determining the relative intensities of the various gamma rays, 
by using the single channel scintillation spectrum, one requires the 
relative efficient of tiie detector as a function of energy, as well as the 
areas under the photopeaks. StiJKilies have been made (48) of the absolute 
58 
efficiency of sodlijua iodide crystals of a given size and geometry relative 
to the source. Iheoretleal calculations were made on the efficiency for 
counting under the photopeak alone as a fvmctlon of energy. Included were 
considerations of the absolute efficiency as computed fr^ cross section 
curves, the percentage imder the photopeak as cosqpared to that under the 
Colston distribution, the reabsorption of Compton scattered radiation 
into the photopeak, and the escape of X-rays from the crystal. The re­
sult of this calculation was a smooth curve that was essentially linear 
in logHog space over the energies of interest. It was experimentally 
determined that over a range of energies extending to about 1.5-Mev that 
the measured efficiencies differed from the calculated values by five 
percent at the extreme* 
As the crystal actually used in this work was larger than that in 
the study described In the preceding paragraph, it was necessary to 
measure the relative efficiencies as a function of energy. The three 
207 
gamma rays of Pb , of energies 0.57, 1»06, and 1,77-Mev, have in­
tensities and internal conversion coefficients that are well known (58), 
207 
By measuring the single-channel spectrum of Pb under conditions 
||0 
similar to those under v^lch the Br spectrum was obtained, one can 
coa|3Ute tile relative efficiencies for those values. Figure 26 shows 
experimentally obtained relative efficiencies as a function of energy. 
Table 2 includes the relative Intensities of the gamma rays obtained 
in this work. 
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C. Decay Schme of Br 
82 
Energy level diagrams of the excited levels of fCr have been proposed 
by three groups. The proposal of Huddleston and Mitchell (10), shown in 
figure 27, was made using data obtained with a magnetic spectrometer from 
the K»capture and positron deeay of Rb . Ho coincidence measurements were 
made* Figure 2S represents a proposal of Easterday (11), also as a result 
82 
of the study of the deeay of , using a magnetic spectrometer. Again 
no coincidence measuresBents were performed* Lu, si Si* (9), proposed the 
82 decay scheme of Br shoim in figure 29. Ihis was arrived at as a result 
of scintillation spectrometer measurments employing a summing cx>ystal. 
The radiations represented by -tihie dotted lines could not be resolved by 
their equipment but were knovm to exist from previously reported work (3,6). 
Consideration of the rather accurately known wiergies, along with 
l^e coincidence data obtained by the use of the intermediate-image speetrom-> 
eter and the gama scintillation spectrometer, permits the confirmation of 
the general features of the scheme proposed by Lu, jj^* One notes that 
it was possible in this work to coi^letely resolve the 0*6l«Mev conversion 
line and observe a significant broadening of the 0«77-Mev line due to the 
presence of the O.S2HKIev line. The energy and coincidence measurements 
alone leave one major ambiguity, that is, it is possible to completely in­
vert the energy level 8Ch«»e proposed by Lu, aJ., 
®2 AO 
As the excited levels of are fed by the beta decay of Br only 
through liie highest excited level, intensity measur^ents are of no 
assistance in choosing the proper ordering* However, as ^e same levels 
82 
are excited by both IC-capture and positron «Biisslon in the decay of Rb , 
a study of figures 29 and 30 indicates that the most intense radiation 
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Figure 28. Partial energy (kev) level diagram proposed by Easterday. 
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Figure 29. Energy (Mev) level diagram proposed by Lu, ^  al. 
Dotted radiations were not resolved in their work. 
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should go to the grotrnd state. Both Huddelston and Mitchell and Easterday 
emphasize that the 0,77<4<ev radiation is the most intense observed in the 
82 decay of ^  . In addition, as the first excited state of all measured 
even-even nuclei around this A has spin two with even parity (49)» a* pre­
dicted by theory (3|50), a knowledge ©f theoultipole order of the grouul 
state radiation can possibly resolve the uncertainty of ordering. It will 
be shown later that the 0.77-Mev radiation is E2, wtiile that of the 
0«55-Mev gamma Is mainly El. Figure 30 shows the decay schane proposed 
as a result of this Investigation. 
An uncertainty remains about the ordering of the gamma rays of the 
l,03-<)t82 cascade. A consideration of the relative Intensities of the two 
ground'^state transitions coK^ared to the two from the highest-excited 
level Indicates that the more Intense radiation, I.e., the 1.03-Mev 
gamaa ray, Is probable from level III as Is shown. Ihe weak beta groups 
reported by Mitchell quoting Slegbahn (10), are represented by dashed 
lines, 
D. Internal Conversion Coefficients 
Slegbahn, et alj, wdto made a study of the Internal conversion 
82 
spectrvm of Br , using a magnetic spectrometer whose resolution was 
approximately one percent, stated that all of the observed conversion 
lines were from K-shell electrons. Ihe resolution of their Instrument 
was such that L-shell electrons, If present in significant numbers, 
should have been resolved. Limits on the K/t ratio were not presented 
but It ««uld seem probable that all the radiations are of a rather low 
multlpole order. 
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In general, tJne resolution ^ 3,0 percwjt used In the Internal 
conversion portion of this ejqperlnent with the magnetic spectrwaeter would 
not resolve the K and t conversion lines. It was assuned titat all observed 
radiations were from the K-shell. 
Ihe Internal eonversion coefficient o is defined by 
a » |Y » (28) 
vdhere N* is 'Ulie number of eonversion electrons per tjsiit time and is the 
nuidtter of meonverted gamma rays per mlt tine* For the siEq}le case of a 
single beta groij^) decaying by a single gamma ray to the ground state, Eq. 
(28) can be written as 
a « » (29) 
N-W A'-A 
«Aiere A repres^ts the area tmder the beta distribution in an n/I plot, A* 
is the area under the conversion line, and H is the total number of 
transitions* If parallel decay paths exist for the ganuaa radiation 
following ^ e single beta group, gq. (29) becomes 
Ha N - (M, •»«, ) A - (A,'Ma') 
tttere tiie conditions 
• Nj® « N (31) 
and 
(32) 
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^xe imposed and where branching ratio between the respective 
gawaa radiations. The internal conversion coefficient a (*77) was ob~ 
tained In this fashion. Xn order to obtain an estimate of the internal 
conversion coefficient of the 0.55-Mev radiation, for the purpose of 
attempting to determine the correct order of the decay scheme} it was 
necessary to consider the two possibilities of either the 1.03 or the 
0«32-4Kev gamma ray coming from the highest-excited level. It was found 
that the coefficient for the 0.55-Mev radiation, for both possibilities, 
was incot^atible with it being an E2 radiation, however, the method des­
cribed in the following paragraph was used in the determination of the 
internal conversion coefficient quoted in table 2. 
As the branching ratios between parallel paths of the remaining 
gatma rays were not known with great accuracy, a different method was 
used for estimating their internal conversion coefficients. The gaomia 
ray to the ground state of an even-even nucleus must be a pure radiation. 
In this case it must be pure E2. The value of a (0.77) for an E2 
radiation is given in the tables of Rose, Goertzel and Perry (51) to be 
-3 0.80x10 . The expression for the definition of the internal conversion 
coefficient Eq. (28) can be written as 
=  C ^ ,  ( 3 3 )  
vi^ere C is a proportionality constant and I^* and are relative con­
version electron and gwnma-ray intensities for the ith radiation. Using 
the measured relative intensities and the known coefficient for the 
0.77'-4i!ev radiation, one can evaluate the constant C, vi^lch is to be used 
in determining the remaining coefficients. Table 2 includes the internal 
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conversion coefficients determined in this study, 
i. Directional Correlation Measurements 
The n\fll?er of true gama^gaima coincidences per unit time of a single 
cascade is given by 
lf^(©) « Ne,e,C(0), (34) 
viiiere the e's are the overall detector efficiencies, including solid angle, 
N is the nwber of transitions, and C(©) is the measured directional dis­
tribution function for the actual finite detector geometry. In order to 
correct for changes in detector efficiency and as a first order correction 
for decentering of the source (46), it is desirable to divide the observed 
true coincidence rate by the product of the single channel rates for ea^ 
angle, that is, 
Me,e«G(0) ^  
N*e,ea N 
or 
• (35) 
The experimental data were obtained by neasur^ents of tiie coincidence 
counting rate ^  and the singles counting rates and at each angle 
for a period of usually 10 minutes* As C(@) is normalized to become a 
fimction of the form of Eq. (8), a knowledge of N is not directly re­
quired, however, as several runs using different source intensities N 
are to be combined, it is desirable to have an estimate of the N used 
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for each nm. As the tern 
« ]j ^  nI/2: (e,ea)j, 
where the smnatlon Is over th@ values for one run, is proportional to N, 
it can be used as a means of nozisalization for condbining runs. As 
j/  ^  !•« effectively a weighting factor, errors introduced by shifts 
in efficiency between runs are not significant* 
T To obtain N from the naeasuored quantities, one has 
» 11^ -
w^ere the accidental coimting rate, is given by 
a 2rN,N„ 
and «*iere zT is the coincidence resolving time. The product 2 T" was 
determined every several hours of running time and was found not to 
change over long periods of time. 
To obtain a value of <r'(C), the square of the standard deviation of 
the distribution fimction C(©), one has (37) 
a»(c(Xi)) » ^ (§ )* o'ih) 
jH 
for our purpose is essentially 
« ** cr*(ll^) + small terms, 
vihete 
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and trfiere 
a^(N^) « (N,Na)* a^(2T) + small terms. 
However, by repeated neasurements of zf, a'{H*) can be made small con-
pared to 0*(N*^), hence, 0*(N^)^As * N*', one obtains 
For the more complicated case having parallel decay paths, one can 
introduce branching ratios Into Eq. (34.), w^ich ratios will cancel 
from the final equations for the distribution functions. 
Following the procedure of Rose (37), one can assign a weight w^^, 
which is inversely proportional to 0^(0} for each angle of a run, that 
is, set 
/n^*1 
""i angular position. 
If the decay of a source is significant during the time of a run, 
the data can be corrected for this effect in the usual fashion. 
Upon combining all runs for a giv^ pair of gamma rays, a least 
squares fit, to a function of the form of Eq. (8), is made to the experi­
mental points. Ihe procedure of Rose (37), was followed closely except, 
that as all of the measured anisotropies in this experiment were small, 
a weight of tmity was assigned to each experimental point. 
Since in general of Eq* (H) is not known, to avoid "overfitting" 
the experimental points, the procedure suggested by Rose, sometimes known 
as the ffOauss Criterion" (52), was employed. This consists of dividing 
the sum of the squared deviations of the experimental points from the 
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least squares curve by the nisnber of observed pairs less the number of 
arbitrary parameters used in fitting the line. If this ratio is called 
V^, one increases the number of parameters until v^ goes through a 
mlnimm. this miniauia value of v^ determining v ^ . As v^ is a measure 
m&X 
of systematic as well as statistical errors, it is of value in determining 
if errors other than statistical, such as drifts in analyzer windows or 
window heights, excessive decentering of l^e source, or changes in the 
actual distribution function W(e) have occurred. As (r*(C) is a measure 
of statistical error only, the ratio of v^ to 0^(C) is a measure of 
systematic errors, Ihe ratio, called e', will be approximately unity if 
only statistical errors are present, M^ile a value larger than this in­
dicates the presence of other errors. 
In order to assign a standard deviation to tlie coefficients of the 
polynomial of Eci. (8), the procedure of Rose was again followed. Xt was 
shown that 
= »' 
MA^ere are the diagonal el^ents of tibe inverse C - matrix of the least 
squares curve. One notes that probable errors assigned by this procedure 
take into account bo-tihi systematic and statistical errors. 
Directional correlation measur^ents were made between 0.77-4lev and 
the 1.3-Mev radiations. The windows of channels 1 and 2 were set as in­
dicated by the letters A and B respectively of figure 20. IWo separate 
determinations were made of the distribution function using sources ob­
tained from different irradiations. A total of ^ 6,000 coincidences, of 
which4)000 were true, were obtained at each of 14 angular positions 
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for the flrit determination. The distribution function 
C(©) » i • (0.112 • 0,078) co#^ © « (0.153 + 0.075) co$^ © 
with a value of « 3.2 was obtained. Ihe large value of e' indicates 
that rather great systematic esnrors were present. A second measurement 
of the same correlation nidth a total of /v 10,000 coincidences, of which^ 
6|700 were true, for each of the 14 positions, gave the function 
C(&) ml* (0.173 • 0.0A5) cos* 9 - (0,218 +. .OU) cos^ © 
with a value of e* « 0.90. Ihis value of e* indicates that systematic 
errors, detectable by this method, were probably insignificant. The 
weighted mean of these two distributions is given by 
C(©) a 1 • (0.158 * 0*039) cos* © - (0.202 + 0.038) cos^ © (36) 
m^iich after being corrected for the finite detector geometry becomes 
W(®) » I - (0,011 + 0.008)Pa(cos ©) - (0.074 • 0.013)P^(cos ©). (37) 
Ihe experimental points, with statistical probable errors indicated, the 
mean curve of Iq. (jfe), and the theoretical curve of Iq. (47) (corrected 
for detector geometry) are shown in figure 31. It is of interest to note 
that even with a large scatter, the distribution function of the first 
meaeur«ment agrees ra-titer well with that obtained from the secmd 
measurtment. 
Tm determinations of the directional correlation function for 
the 0.61 and 1.47-Mev cascade using different sources were made at dif­
ferent times. The windows of the analyzers were set as Indicated by 
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Figure 31. Dashed curve represents the least squares fit of the 1.31 - .77 Mev-cascade. 
Solid curve shows 3(D + Q)2(Q)0 transition. 0 corresponds to = 0.90, while A cor­
responds to = 3.2. 
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letters C and D of figure 20. For the first measurement a total of 
^2000 coincidences, vdth/^1500 of them true, were taken at each of the 
14 positions. The resulting distribution function is 
C{®) - I + <0.269 • 0.097)cos% - (0.139 • 0.095)cos^. 
The value of t* for this measurtaaent is 2.6. A second measurement gave 
C(©) « 1 + <0.265 * 0.031)co8®e - <0.150 • 0.030)co8^0 
wi-tt» a value of fi® = 0.4# A total of 2700 coincidences, wi-tti 2200 of them 
true, were taken at each of 14 positions. The weighted mean of the two 
separate determinations is 
C<0) a 1 • <0.265 • 0.029)cos^© - <0.149 + 0.028)cos^©, <38) 
D^ich upon being corrected for the detector geometry becomes 
«<©) a 1 + <0,106 • 0.003)J»a<cos ») - <0.052 • 0.01)P^<cos ®).09) 
The experimental points, with statistical probable errors indicated, 
along with the curve representing the mean least squares fit to the two 
sets of data and the curve of Eq. <48), corrected for detector geometry, 
are shovm in figvore 32. 
Both of the correlation functions discussed above were obtained 
without interfering radiations being significantly present. All of the 
other correlations measured had contaminations due to the presence of 
CoE^ion distributions which could not be removed. In one case, that of 
the 0.55 - 0.6l-«lev correlation, thess effects were unknown and conse­
quently ignored, «^ile an attempt was made to subtract off the known 
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Figure 32. Dashed curve represents the least squares fit of the 1.4-7 - 0.6l-Mev cascade. 
Solid curve represents 3(D + Q)2(Q)0 transition. 0 corresponds to = 0.4 while A 
corresponds to =2,6. 
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Interftring dlctrlbutlons in the 0.55 • 1.3-Mev and 0,54 - I.i46-Mev cases* 
One sieasuranent was aade of the 0.54 • 0.6l-itev correlation with 
both analyzers set as indicated by letter E of figure 20. A total of 
-^4^30 coincidences, of wiiiich /^4400 were true, were taken at each of the 
14 positions, IRie directional distribution function obtained is 
C(©) * 1 - (0,050 + 0.006)CO8^©, (40) 
wAiich becones 
W(®) = 1 - (0.046 • 0.005)Pa(cos 9) (4l) 
upon being corrected for geometry. The value of c* was found to be 0.90. 
Ihe error indicated in Eq. (41) does not include "Oiat due to the effect 
of interfering radiations. Ihe experimental points, with statistical 
errors indicated, the least squares curve, Eq* (40), and the curve of 
Eq. (49), are shonwi in figure 33. Ihe fact that the experimentally de­
termined line has essentially no coefficient indicates that the amount 
of interfering radiation containing A^ terms is relatively small or that 
it is canceled by coincidence. 
Ihe correlation between the O^HMev and the 1.47-Mev radiations, 
vdiich necessarily has a small admixture of the 0,61 1.47'4Sev correlation, 
was measured twice. Ihe window settings were as Indicated by letters D 
and F of figure 20. In the first measurement ^ 2400 coincidences, with 
^^1600 of these true, were measured at each of the 14 angles. The dis­
tribution function was fotmd to be 
C(©) * 1 - (0,042 • 0,015) cos* 9 (42) 
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Figure 33. Dashed curve represents the least squares fit to the indicated experimental 
points. Solid curve represents the 4(D + Q)3(D + Q)2 cascade of 0,55 - 0,61-Mev. 
with 8* « 4f3t 
A $ec<md measurement, vdth about the same nuusber of coincidences, 
yielded 
C(©) si- (0.049 1 0,008) cos' © 
with the value of e* being 0.33. The weighted mean of 1i»e two determin­
ations was fomd to be 
C(©) *4- (0.048 * 0,007) cos* © . (43) 
An estimate of the relative amount of the interfering 0.61 - 1.47-Mev 
correlation was obtained from consideration of figure 21 and the relative 
intensities of the parallel paths. It was found that the 0.61 - 1,47«-Mev 
correlation was twelve percent of the total distribution. Upon subtracting 
this interfering distribution, the correlation function between the 0,55 
and 1.47'4Aev gamma rays was foimd to be 
C(©) a 1 - (0.05 + 0.01) cos^ © , 
which, uqpon correction for detector gecmetry, beeves 
W(©) « 1 - (0.039 • 0,008)Pa(cos ©) . (44) 
In order to measure the 0.55 - 1.30-Hev correlation, the windows were 
set as indicated by A and F of figure 20, of course the 0.77 • 1,30-Mev 
and 1.47 - (0.55 * 0.6l)«Mev functions were incltided in this setting. The 
results of two 8epaz;ate measurements with these settings are shown in 
figure %* Statistical probable errors are indicated* For the first run 
the distribution 
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Figure 34- Curve represents least squares fit to data obtained in 0,55 - 1.31-Mev 
correlation. 0 indicates measurement with = 0.17 while A had = 5. 
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C(©) « 1 - (0.081 + 0.015)co«»© - (0.009 • 0,0U)cos^ 
with e' * 0.17| was obtained) w^lle the second gave 
C(E) a 1 - (0.070 • 0.07)co»^ • (0.015 * 0.068)CO8^» , 
with g* s S« Ihe weighted aean of the two deteztainations was 
C(©) * 1 - (O.OSl t 0.015)CO8»© - (O.OOl • 0,0U)cos'^ . (45) 
It was found that '~^12 percent of the 0.55 • 1.4i6-Mev and -^24 perc«nt of 
the 1.47 - (0.55 • 0.6l)-*!ev distrilCHitions were present. After subtract­
ing these effects, the 0.55 • 1.47-4aev directional distribution was found 
to be 
C(©) « 1 - 0.139 cos^ • .038 cos^© , 
M^ich liqpon being corrected for geoaetry can be voritten as 
»(©) « i - (0.08 + 0.03) P,(cos 6) • (0.01 i 0.01) P^(cos ©).{46) 
Ihe results of the directional angular correlation oeasurements are 
simaarized in table 3* 
Corrections were nade for the finite geometry subtended by the de­
tectors by the method described in IV. Figures 35 and 36 show the 
relative efficiencies of the detectors as a function of the angle of in­
cidence for a given energy. Figure 35 was obtained using the photopeaks 
60 137 
of Co gaama-rays vkiile figure 36 used Cs • Ihe values of the cor­
rection factors respectively. 
SI 
Table 3 
Experimentally obtained coefficients of the distribution 
W(©) « I + AaPa(c©8 ©) • A^P^(cos 
Qamma-tay Energies 
in Mev. 
Correlation 
Number Aa 
0,77 - 1.30 (1) -0.011 + 0.008 -0.074 + 0.013 
0.61 - 1,47 (2) •0.106 + 0.003 -0.052 + 0.010 
0.55 - 1.47'" <3) -0.039 * .008 
0.55 - l-jo"^ (4) -0.08 + 0.03 •K3.01 1 0.01 
0.55 - 0.61"^"^ (5) •0.046 + 0.005 
4. 
Obtained by subtraction. 
Contains interfering distributions. 
The errors given are probable errors. 
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Figure 35. RelaWve efficiency of detector 2 as a function 
of a for Co^ radiations. Set for Br^^ measurements. 
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Figure 36. Relative efficiency of detector 1 as a function 
of a for the Set for measurements. 
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An atteispt was made to measuz-e the directional distribution between 
the 0,77 and 1.03-Mev garana rays, Ihe presence of conqpeting distributions 
with mknown coefficients resulted in the measured distribution being 
wiped out. It was essentially isotropic. 
The anisotropy of the 0.55 - 0.6l-«ev distribution was measured two 
additional times. Zn one measurement the source was a dilute solution 
of nagneslum bromide while for the other the solution had been dried 
giving a crystalline form. Ho significant change was observed, indicating 
that the lifetime of level IV was probably less than lO"^^ sec. This is 
consistent with estimates based on the single^particle model. 
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VI. INTIRPRETATION OF m EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Consider the proposed decay scheme of figure 30. The systematics of 
even-even nuclei (3)(49)(53), indicate level 0 to have spin of zero units 
of angular nomentuin and even parity, which can be designated 0(/)f and 
level I to be 2(/), No exceptions are knovm to the rules for nuclei in 
this region of A. Also the radiation to the ground state must be a pure 
radiation, that is, an electric 2»pole radiation vdhich will be called an 
E2 radiation. The assignment of 2(/) to level I is thus dictated by both 
syst^atics and the measured internal conversion coefficient of the 
0.77-Mev radiation. This assignment is also consistent with the fact that 
no L^shell conversion electrons were observed in the internal conversion 
spectrum. As correlation function (1) of table 3 has an A^ coefficient 
that is not equal to zero, this also indicates that level I must have 
angular momentisB ^  2. 
As the 1.47-Mev radiation is also to the ground state, it must be a 
pure radiation. Since correlation (2) of table 3 has an A^ coefficient 
unequal to zero, l^e spin of level II must be ^  2. The measured internal 
conversion coefficient of the l.^WHev radiation can not be interpreted 
as 11 but can be Ml, E2, M2, or E3 but not M3« This is consistent with 
the angular correlation result. Consider the reasonable possibilities of 
level II being 2(/), 2(«), 3(/)f and 3(-) from the viewpoint of the 
relative intensities of the 0.61 and 1*47-Mev radiations. Assume II to be 
2(/), then the 1.4? radiation is 12 w^ile the 0.69-Mev radiation is Ml 
plus possibly 12. The nomogram of Montalbetti (54), giving lifetimes of 
excited states for gamma-ray transitions based on the single-particle 
nodeJL px-edicts an Intensity ratio rv l/l, assuming an Ml transition. This 
is in rather good agreement with the measured ratio. If level ZI were 
2(-) the ratio for counting il and M2 radiation is/v3x10^, «^ile if it 
a 
were 3(/) the ratio for ecMs^peting Ml and M3 radiations is ^ 10 . Thus the 
assignment of 2(/} to level II predicts intensities that are in good 
agreement with the measured values} while the next possible value is off 
5 by a factor of 10 * This assignment is consistent with even-^ven syste-
aatics (53), and the theoretical work of Talmi (50), and the survey of 
Glaubaan (49). 
As an A2 coefficient exits in correlation functions (3), (i), and (5) 
of table 3, t^e spin of level IV can not be zero. Ihe measured internal 
conversion coefficient of the 1.3-Mev radiation indicates that it is either 
Ml or E2 with El, M2, and E3 being rather definitely excluded. Level IV 
is thus limited to spins of 1, 2, 3, or 4, all with positive parity. 
Figure 37 displays the theoretical distribution functions for the 4(Q)2(q)0, 
2(P)2(q)0, and 2(c|)2(q)0 transitions along with the observed experimental 
points of the 0.77 - 1.3HMev and 0.61 - 1.47*Mev correlations. These 
functions have all been modified for the finite detector geometry. One is 
able to l^us discard the possibility of pure radiation between these 
levels. Assuite a mixtwe of D and Q for the gaama ray from level IV with 
level IV having a proposed angular momentua of two. For this assumption 
one finds t^at & is imaginary fox all values of 0. Lloyd (25) showed 
that 6 must be a real nuidjer with ei^er a positive or negative sign, 
hence one can con|>letely discard this possibility, A similar situation ex­
ists *dth respect to the assignment of spin four, except that here one 
considers a mixture of Q and 0 radiations. Note that both the values four 
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and two for level IV were discarded because of the sign, not the magnitude 
of the coefficient of the correlation. Also note that both correlations, 
the 0,61 - 1.47'>*Mev and the 0.77 - 1,3-Mev correlation, reject these 
possibilities. 
Assume that level IV has a spin of one unit of angular fflomentiM. As 
an A^ terra exits in both correlations, the 1.3-Mev radiation must be a 
mixture of D and Q ccmpon^its. In order to evaluate 6 one can plot curves 
of the theoretically predicted coefficients A2 and A^ as a function of f b j  
or of log (&}. As 5 may be either positive or negative, two solutions of 
the A^ equation exist, corresponding to the two values + 6, vdiile for the 
A^ equation, as & enters here only in the square, a single solution ex­
ists, Figure 38 shows the solutions of the Ag and A^ equations for the 
1({N-Q}2(Q}0 cascade along with the experimentally determined coefficients 
of both the 1.3 • 0.77-Mev and 0.61 « 1.47-<Mev correlations. For the 
latter cascade, the value of 5 consistent with both the Ag and A^ co­
efficients is 6 * • 0.239. 
In order to determine if ^ e assignment of spin one to level IV is 
consistwt with other experimental evidence, one must consider possibilities 
for level V. As the Internal conversion coefficient for the 0.55-Mev 
transition allows only an El assignment, if IV is 1(/), then V must be 
Q, 1, or 2 all with odd parity* If V had either spin of one or two, in­
tense radiations should go to levels 0, I, and II* These are not observed, 
while if level V had spin of zero, selection rules would prohibit the 
ground state transition completely. Ihe intensity predicted by the single-
particle model of the M2 radiation to levels I and II would be 10 
that of the El to level IV. This is consistent with experiment* Hence 
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Figure 38. Coefficients Az* and Ag" for /bj ^  0, or< 0 respectively, and 
as a function of log |6| . Experimental values are as designated. 
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one must further consider the possibility of levels IV and V having spins 
one and zero respectively. As selection rules prohibit mixed gamma 
radiation from a level with zero angular momentum to one with one *aiit, 
the 0#55-M«v gamma ray must be pure dipole. As the 6 of the 0.61'-Mev 
radiation has been fixed to a positive value, specifically 6 » 0.289) the 
theoretical correlation is found to be 
W{©) « 1 + Op325 PaCcos ©), 
sAxich is at variance with the experimental 
W(E) si- (0.046 I 0.005)PI(cos ©). 
Hence the assignment of spin one to level IV can be rejected. Ihis 
rejection is also consistent with the lack of a grovmd state transition 
which the single^particle model would predict. 
The r«Ralning possibility for the spin of level IV is three. As the 
distribution for 3(0)2(Q)O IS 
W(©) » 1 - (0.073)Pa(cos ©), 
and for 3(Q)2(Q}0 the distribution is 
W(9) * 1 - 0.204 Pa(cos ©) - 0.08U P^Ccos ©}, 
as coiqpared to distributions (1) and (2) of table 3) one must consider a 
mixture of D Q rediation. the theoretical values of A2 and as a 
function of log ) &| for the mixture corresponding to 3(I>*-Q}2(Q)0 are shown 
in figure 39* The experimental values of Ag and A^ for the 0.77 - 1.3-Wev 
and 0.61 * l,47«>Mev cascades are also displayed. 
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Figure 39. Coefficients and Aj for 6 0 ox <^0 respectively, and 
as a function of log J6| , Experimental values are as designated. 
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Froia figur# |9 one finds for the 0.77 - 1.3-Mev cascade that 
6 « -3,97S • 0*01 and as the ratio of Q/fe intensities is then the 
quadrupole coi^ptonent is 15*8 times as intense as tiite dipole portion* The 
theoretical distribution function for this set of values is 
W(») « 1 - 0,0106 Pt(cos ©) - 0.0767 P^(co8 6), (47) 
as coE^ared to -t^e experineHntally obtained distribution (1) of table 3. 
Ihe experimental points and the curves of Eq. (47) and distribution (1), 
corrected for detector geometry, are shovm in figure 31. 
Ute value of h for the 0,61 - 1,47-Mev cascade was found from figure 
39 to be *2,3} «tiieh enables one to obtain the theoretical directional 
distribution 
W(©) « 1 • 0.1037 P,(cos ©) - 0.0686 P^(cos ©). (48) 
Equation (48) and distribution (2), corrected for detector geometry, along 
with the experimental points of the 0.61 « 1.47-«ev cascade, are shoitfi in 
figure 32. 
Levels 0| I, II and IV have now been shown to have angular momenta 
of 0, 2, 2, and 3 wiits respectively, and the internal conversion co­
efficient of the 0«5!Mlev transition indicates that it is an 11 radiation. 
Bie angular EMtmentum of level V is thusly limited to values of 2, 3, or 4 
mits, all with odd parity. If it were either 2 or 3, single*particle 
model lifetime considerations suggest that El radiations to levels I and 
2 II be'v 4x10 more intense titan the 0,55-^ev gamma ray. Itiese are not 
observed* If level V is 4(-), lifetime considerations indicate that the 
M2 radiation intensities to levels I and II should be a factor of 'v 5x10 
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relative to the O.SS-Mev radiation. This is consistent vdth the experi­
mental facts. 
Asswae that level V has a spin of four. The correlation function for 
a 4(D)3(®+-Q)2, assuming the 5, of the 0.6l-Mev gamma ray to be -2,3 as 
previously determined, is 
W{9) = 1 + 0.0931 Pa(cos ©). 
This is at variance with the experimentally measured function (5) of table 
3. Assume the 0.55-Mev gamma ray to be a mixture of D + Q with a value 
Rose (24), has described the procedure for computing the directional 
correlation function for nlxed-mlxed cascades. Following this procedure, 
for the 4(D + Q)3(D + Q)2 cascade, one can determine the Ag and A^ co­
efficients as a function of the 6^ of the 0.55-Mev radiation. Figure 40 
displays this information, along with the experimental values of Ag and 
A^. A value of 6^ ® -0.1539 yields the distribution function 
W(e| « 1 - 0.0441 Pa(co8 ©) + 0.0019 P^(co8 ©), (49) 
wtfiich is^on being corrected for the finite detector geometry, is shown in 
figure 33, along with the experimental points of the 0,55 - 0.6l-Mev cor­
relation. Distribution (5) of table 3, corrected for detector geometry, 
is also shoMD In figure 33* 
A check upon the assignment of spins three and four to levels IV and 
V respectively, can be matde by computing the theoretical distribution 
function for a cascade between these levels, using values for the 6*8 of 
the 0.55-Mev and l,34Sev radiations which have been previously determined, 
and comparing this with the experimentally measured distribution (4) of 
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table 3. The predicted distribution was found to be 
W(©) = 1 - 0,0242 PaCcos 9) + 0,0022 P^(co8 ©). (50) 
This is in reasonable agreement with the measured distribution considering 
that two subtractions were necessary to obtain the experimental function 
and that U^e values of the &'8 could each be in error. 
Ihe theoretical development of the distribution function between the 
first and third gamma rays of a triple cascade for the case of the first 
radiation and the wiobserved intermediate radiation each being mixed} has 
been performed by Rose (26). Application of the formulae developed in 
reference (26) to the 4(D + Q)3(D + C|)2(Q)0 cascade^ using the previously 
obtained values of 6^ « -»154 and 5, » -2,3 for the 0.55 and 0,61-Wev 0 • 
gamma rays, gives 
W(e) * 1 - 0,152 Pg(c08 ©) - 0,0005 P^(COS ©), (51) 
If one considers that Iq. (51) is derived using the results of the 
measurements of correlations (3) and (5) of table 3} which were obtained 
either by subtractions or by neglecting interfering radiations, and that 
£q. (51) is rather sensitively dependent upon the mixing ratios, it is 
in reasonable agreement with the measured distribution (3)» 
Ihe order of emission of the 1.03 * 0.82<4iev cascade can perhaps be 
resolved by consideration of the total intensity of radiation going from 
level V as coi^ared to that to the ground state. This indicates that the 
order be 0,82 - l«034{ev. The internal conversion coefficient of the 
0,82 radiation indicates that it is El, while that of the 1,03-Mev 
radiation is either Ml or E2. These values require that level IXX have 
% 
spin and parity 3(/) or 4.(/}» Thl$ assignnent of ordering, «pin, and 
parity is consistent with the garaaa rays reported by both Huddleston and 
j»5 
Mitchell (10), and Easterday (11), in the decay of Rb . The energy dif­
ferences between levels IV and III and between levels III and II are such 
t^at the 0.26S and 0»320HUev radiations respectively could be between thea. 
These relatively weak gamma rays would be difficult to detect directly on 
the large Corapton background in 'Uiat region of the scintillation spectrua 
and their conversion electrons would be equally difficult to observe on 
the huge beta distribution on w^lch they would be riding as seen by a 
82 
magnetic lens in the decay of Br . However, in the positron and 
82 
K-captuire decay of Kb they would be relatively easily found) this would 
be -especially true if a positron baffle were used in the spectrometer to 
reiBce the positron backgromd. 
The assignment of 4(/) or 3(/) to level III is also consistent with 
the fact that the two above mentioned radiations are very weak. The 
0.26-Mev radiation is an Ml coveting with a l,^«Mev Ml radi«ti<m, (life-
—3 
time considerations predict a ratio of the intensities or 10 ) «Siile the 
0.32'4Sev gamma is an E2 competing with a 1.03*^ev E2 transition. Lifetime 
-3 
considerations predict an Intensity ratio <^3x10 • Any other assignment 
of spin and parity to level III would lead to serious contradictions as far 
as single-particle model relative intensity predictions are concerned* 
The assignments of and 3(/) to levels II and IV respectively are 
consistent with the findings of Huddleston and Mitchell (10), of two posi­
tron groups with an end-point energy difference of 600-kev and log ft 
values indicating they are both allowed. It also agrees with their shell 
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g2 
model assignment of 3(/) to the ground state of Bb . However, this decay 
scheme as a vdiole does not appear to agree with the measurements of Easter* 
day. If one assumes that the work of Huddleston and Mitchell is correct, 
connecting their results to this work enables one to state that the Q of 
82 
the decay of is 3f26~Mev. This is consist^t with the mass difference 
value of Way (55). Incidentally, if the ordering of the wdiole decay scheme 
82 82 
of Br were Inverted, as was considered Initially, the Q of would 
be only 2,35-Mev v>^ich is much lower than predicted by mass difference 
estimates. 
82 
The shell structure of the ground state configuration of Br indi­
cates that it should rather definitely possess negative parity and by 
application of Hordheims "weak" coupling rule (56), a rather high spin is 
predicted. lh« measured log ft value of 5.10 of the strong beta transition 
to level V indicates an allowed transition. The assignment of 4(-) to 
level V is in agreement with these facts and predictions. 
The assignment of positive parity to levels 0, X, II, III, and IV is 
consistent with the experimental fact of no beta transitions to these 
levels. The assignment of 4(*) to level V predicts the allowed beta group 
to level V. 
Surveys of the properties of even-even nuclei (53, 57), Indicate 
several consistent characteristics. These Include the fact that all known 
even-even nuclei have ground state 0(/) and generally the first excited 
state has 2(/). Of more interest Is the observation of a characteristic 
pattern behavior of the energy of level I, as a function of the number of 
neutrons. The curve smoothly goes through maxima at the magic niniber of 
82 
neutrons. The measured value of 0.766-ISev for level I of Kr fits well 
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into this pattern. For 36^N^88 it has been found that the second ex­
cited level, that is level II, is always 2(/), Hence this experimental 
assignment agrees with general behavior. Many of the even-even nuclei, 
that have spin two for the second excited level, have been found to have 
the ratio of the energy of the second excited level to that of the first 
close to the integer two. In the classification of Goldhaber and 
Weneser (53), they are labeled as belonging to grovqp b. The value of 
82 1,92 for Kr fits well into this grouf). Two rules have been postulated 
for nuclei which fall into group b. Rule I states that the 2(/) to 2(/) 
transition is mainly E2, while Rule II is that the transition probability 
to level I is greater than that to the ground state and greater than the 
single-particle model predicts. Experimentally the internal conversion 
coefficient of the 0«69^ev transition indicates that it is probably E2 
idhile the measured intensity of the 0.69-Mev radiation is greater then 
that of the 1.4.7-Mev gamma ray. Itie single-particle model, assuming E2 
radiation for the 0.69'4Jev gamma, predicts that the 1,47-Mev radiation 
be about thirty times the intensity of the 0.69-Mev gairnna. Ihe experi­
mental observations are consistent with both of the above rules. 
Goldhaber and Weneser, assuming that the first two excited levels 
of nuclei falling into group b are vibrational levels, develop a theory 
«^ich considers the coupling of vibrational levels to the outer nucleons 
of the shell structure. This predicts that the first excited level 
should be 2(/), while the second level is degenerate with spins 0, 2, 
and 4 all with positive parity. The theory predicts the behavior 
described by the rules given previously. According to their theory, the 
degeneracy of level II is split by the coupling effects. 
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A$ the characteristics of the first two excited states of Kr are 
sifflilar to the behavior predicted by the work of Goldhaber and Weneser, 
one need consider the possibility of the lower levels being vibrational 
states. Level III lies only about 20 percent above level II and is either 
4(/) or 3(/)« If it actually is 4.(/), it could be one of the three 
2-quanta vibrational levels. The remaining level should be 0(/). However, 
a 0(/) level would not be observed in this work as it could be excited 
only by M3 or radiations in competition with E2 or El radiations of 
essentially the same energies. 
Ihe survey of Glaubnan (49)) calls attention to the fact that in 
every case in w^ich the spins and parities of the first two excited 
states of even-even nuclei are known, they are even with positive parity. 
Ho remarks were made concerning higher-excited states. The theoretical 
prediction of lalmi (50), that all excited states of even-even nuclei 
have even parity with even spin and vice versa, was based on an exceed­
ingly simple model and hence it is not unreasonable that it not apply to 
82 higher excited states, that is to levels III, IV, and V of Kr . However, 
the evidence for the assignment of 3(/) to level IV was carefully re­
viewed. Correlation (1) of table 3 is the main obstacle in an alternate 
assignment* One possible effect not heretofore mentioned is that a 
summing of the 0.6l and 0.69-Mev radiations would show up in coincidence 
with the 0,77-Mev gairaaa ray and the resulting triple correlation would be 
contained in the measured distribution. A careful consideration of the 
geometry, relative intensities, and detector efficiencies showed that the 
interfering distribution was approximately one percent of the total. The 
actual triple correlation was not calculated, as the theoretical work for 
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iBixed radiations has not been donej however) It seems imreasonable that 
the coefficients be greater than say unity. It isn't probable that even 
this extreme valuei mixed in the piroportion of one to 99) could distort 
the distributl^ enough to allow any assignaent other ihan the one made. 
However, to be certain of this, the experimental work of 0,77 - 1,3-Mev 
cascade was checked with the detector source distance doubled. This 
would reduce the suming contribution by a factor of four. No significant 
change was observed in the distribution. Arguoaents, other than those based 
on correlations (I) and (2) of table 3, would be equally valid for the 
assignments of 4(/) and S(*) to levels IV and V respectively. The assign­
ment of |(*) to level IV would require l^at i^e M2 component of the 
l,3-<ffiev radiation be 15..8 times as intense as the El part, would be at 
variance with the measured internal conversion coefficient, and would be 
in disagreement wi-tii the assignment of allowed to both of the positron 
82 
groups of Bb . 
Consider the possibility of level If, with spin and parity 3(/), 
being a three*quanta vibrational level. This level is degenerate with 
spins 0, 2, 3, 4} and 6 and positive parity. In general, the Ml com­
ponent of radiation between vibrational levels is inhibited. It was ex­
perimentally fotmd t^at the 12 cos^onent of the 0.61-Mev radiation is 
approximately five times ttie intensity of the Ml part, contrary to 
single-particle model predictions, i^ile this ratio for ^ e 1.3-liflev gamma 
ray is about sixteen. Estimates of the relative intensities of the com­
peting 1.3 and 0.61'4iev radiations, based on the single-particle model 
and assiMing £2 radiations for each, predict that the 1.3-^ev gaiana be 
about 35 times as intense as the 0.61-Mev radiation. If level IV were 
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vibrational, the 1.3«Mev gamma would require the loss of two vibrational 
quanta while the 0.61-Mev transition would be only single quantum. 
Hence, according to "ttiis model, the lower energy radiation is more 
probable. 
The assignment of 4(-) for level V is consistent with a shell model 
single-particle excitation, however, the ground-state configuration of 
82 
Kr is so complex that many different interpretations can be given to 
possible configurations for all of the excited levels. 
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Vil. SUMMARY 
82 A study of the radiations of Br was made using an intermediate-
image spectrometer, a scintillation spectrometer, and directional cor­
relation equipment. 
The end-point energy of the beta group was found to be 444 + 1 kev 
and its log ft value was 5»10, By consideration of the internal 
conversion electron spectrwi energies and relative intensities were 
found for the eight transitions observed. Coincidence measurements were 
made between conversion electrons and gamma rays that were selected by 
use of a scintillation spectrometer. 
The relative intensities of the eight gaossaa rays, that were detected 
in the scintillation spectrometer, were determined by consideration of 
the relative areas under the scintillation photopeaks and the relative 
efficiencies of the detector crystal. Coincidence measurements were made 
between selected gamma rays. 
A knowledge of the transition energies and coincidences between 
gamma rays and conversion electrons, and gamma rays with ganana rays, 
enabled an energy level scheme to be presented. Possible ambiguities of 
this scheme were resolved by a consideration of published knowledge about 
S2 the decay of Rb and the general properties of even-even nuclei. 
After knowing the energy level scheme it was possible to use the 
relative intensities of the conversion electrons and gamma rays, along 
with the number of events per unit time, obtained from the beta spectrum, 
to compute the K-shell internal conversion coefficients. 
damBa-gamma directional correlation measurements were made between 
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selected gamma radiations. Ihe selection of gaimna rays was made by pulse 
height analysis* 
By use of the directional correlation information, internal conversion 
coefficients^ and relative gama-ray intensities it was possible to tmam-
82 biguously assign parities to all of the five energy levels of Kr excited 
82 by the beta decay of Br . Spins were unambiguously assigned to four of 
these levels triiile that for the fifth was limited to a choice of two values, 
the mixing ratios of quadrupole to dipole components were measured for 
three of the gamma rays. 
It was possible to fit all of the information gained about the ex-
82 
cited levels of even-even Kr into the pattern set by other nuclei in 
this region of isotopes. A possible interpretation of the experimental 
evidence is that the first excited level is vibrational in nature, the 
second and third levels are the result of the splitting of the degeneracy 
of the threefold degenerate second vibrational level, (the third part of 
the second level would not be expected to be obsearved in this work), the 
fourth excited level is a part of the fivefold degenerate third vibrational 
state, and the fifth excited level a single-particle excitation of the 
ground state configuration. This interpretation is certainly not unique 
but no contradictions are apparent. As the ground state configuration is 
so far rwnaved from closed nucleon shells many possible recoviqplings and 
excitations could exist to yield the observed levels. 
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